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Abstract.
Background: Low plasma leptin levels can be a risk factor for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) but the relation of leptin with disease
progression in clinical AD is unknown.
Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the relation between serum leptin concentrations and cognitive decline in
clinical AD.
Methods: Serum leptin levels were analyzed in 295 non-obese subjects including healthy controls (n = 65), patients with
subjective memory complaints (n = 99), patients with AD (n = 100), and patients with vascular dementia (n = 31). Leptin levels
were related to hippocampal atrophy, baseline Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores and annual decline in MMSE
measured over 2 years (range 0.4–4.5 years).
Results: Serum leptin levels were similar in AD patients compared to healthy controls and patients with subjective memory
complaints. No correlation was observed between leptin concentrations and MMSE, annual change in MMSE during follow-up
or atrophy.
Conclusion: Serum leptin levels are not altered in this population of relatively young AD or vascular dementia patients (mean 60)
compared to healthy and clinical control groups and were not related to cognitive decline. These results suggest that peripheral
leptin levels do not play a role in evolution of AD pathology.
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INTRODUCTION
Leptin is an endocrine regulator of satiety and food
intake, can promote weight loss, and is predictive for
long-term weight gain. In vitro and animal studies
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indicate a role for leptin in cognition and AD pathology [1]. Moreover, leptin supplementation to deficient
persons leads to improved cognitive function [2].
Therefore, a relation between AD development and
leptin is suspected. In two longitudinal follow-up studies, high plasma leptin levels appeared to decrease the
risk of AD [3, 4]. In the first study, 785 communitydwelling non-demented persons from the Framingham
study (mean age 79.9 years) were followed for up to 8
years. Higher leptin levels were associated with lower
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was spun within 2 h (1,800 g, 10 min) and immediately
stored at −80◦ C according to consensus guidelines
[8]. All patients underwent a standardized dementia
screening, including physical and neurological examination as well as laboratory tests, EEG, and brain MRI
as described [9]. MMSE was scored at baseline and
after an average follow-up of 2 years (Table 1) [10].
Patients were labeled as having subjective complaints
when they presented with cognitive complaints, but
cognitive and laboratory investigations were normal
and criteria for mild cognitive impairment, dementia or
any other neurological or psychiatric disorders known
to cause cognitive complaints were not met (i.e., cognitively normal elderly). In addition, we included a
group of non-obese healthy controls, consisting of an
age-matched subset of the New Hoorn study, which
is a random sample of all residents aged 40–65 years
from the Dutch city of Hoorn who were invited to participate in a study (2006–2007) on glucose metabolism
[11]. The study was performed according to the ethical

risk on incident AD (hazard ratio [HR] 0.60 for AD)
[3]. In the second study, 2,019 Chinese non-demented
persons (mean age 72–75 years) were followed for 5
years and higher baseline leptin levels were weakly,
though significantly, associated with decreased risk of
AD development (HR 0.92) [4].
However, this risk reduction associated with high
leptin levels is in contrast to the effect of mid-life obesity on AD [5], as obesity is associated with high leptin
levels. It may be that the relation of leptin with AD is
different in obese individuals, who show leptin resistance, from non-obese patients. Weight loss (and thus
lowering of leptin levels) is a feature of early stages of
AD [6]. However, no relation between low body mass
index (BMI) and plasma leptin levels was reported
in AD in a recent small study [7]. Previous studies
included small patient groups (n < 60) and no longitudinal clinical follow-up data of AD patients. The
aim of the current study was therefore to investigate
the relation of leptin with prevalence and clinical and
radiologically assessed severity AD in a large, welldefined patient cohort of non-obese AD patients. We
additionally assessed the relation of leptin with cognitive decline at follow-up. We included two control
groups: 1) community healthy controls, and 2) patients
with subjective memory complaints (SMC), which is
a relevant control group in outpatient settings.
METHODS
In a cross-sectional study design, a total of 295 subjects were included in this study. Serum from AD
patients (n = 100), patients with SMC (n = 99), and
patients with vascular dementia (VaD) (n = 31) was
selected from the Biobank of the Alzheimer Center
Memory Cohort. Venipuncture was performed during
diagnostic work-up (no fasting requirement) and blood

Fig. 1. Representative picture to illustrate the rating of atrophy of
the medial temporal lobe (MTA). Atrophy of the MTA was visually
rated on coronal reconstructions of 3D T1-weighted MRI, based on
the width of the choroid fissure and temporal horn and on the height
of the hippocampal formation. A score of 0 indicates absence of
atrophy (example: left panel). A score of 4 indicates severe atrophy
(right panel: MTA = 3).

Table 1
Clinical, demographic, and leptin data of the patient population
Characteristics
Age-Years (SD)
Gender: number of females (%)
ApoE4-positivity (%)
BMI (SD)
MMSE (SD)
Annual change in MMSE (SD)d
Duration clinical follow-up (SD)d
Medial temporal lobe atrophy score (median (IQR)) [12]
Leptin concentration (median in g/L(IQR))

Controls

SMC

AD

VaD

n = 65
58 (7)a,b,c
26 (39)

n = 100
62 (7)c
42 (42)
39 (42.4)
25 (3)b,c
28 (2)b,c
−0.1 (1.1)
2.1 (1.2)
0.0 (0.0, 0.5)b,c
5.9 (3.6, 10.4)

n = 98
63 (6)c
47 (48)
67 (72)
24 (3)c
19 (5)c
−2.6 (3.3)
2.1 (0.9)
1.0 (0.5, 2.0)
5.4 (3.3, 11.5)

n = 30
67 (8)
9 (29)
12 (48)
27 (4)
24 (4)
−0.7 (2.5)
1.9 (1.0)
1.5 (1.0, 2.0)
8.2 (6.1, 16.2)

25 (2)b
-

6.3 (3.5, 13.5)

SMC, subjective memory complaints; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; VaD, vascular dementia; BMI, body mass index; MMSE, Mini-Mental State
Exam; IQR, interquartile range; SD, standard deviation. a significant difference (p < 0.05) compared to SMC b significant difference (p < 0.05)
compared to AD c significant difference (p < 0.05) compared to VD d n = 135 (52 SMC, 70 AD, 13 VaD).
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principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and was
approved by the local ethics committee. We obtained
written informed consent from all subjects participating in the study.
Controls (healthy and SMC) and AD patients with
a BMI >30, a confirmed diagnosis of diabetes mellitus type II, or a history of diagnosed depression
were excluded. All patients using Alzheimer medication (Rivastigmin (Exelon), Galantamin (Reminyl) or
Memantin (Ebixa)) were excluded. ApoE genotyping
was performed after DNA isolation from 10 mL EDTA
blood, using the Light-Cycler APOE mutation detection method (Roche Diagnostics, GmbH, Mannheim,
Germany). Subjects were classified as ApoE4 negative or positive. Atrophy of the medial temporal lobes
was visually rated on a 5-point scale (0–4) [12]. A
representative picture is provided in Fig. 1.
Leptin was measured using a radioimmunoassay
(Millipore, St Charles, Missouri, USA). The lower
limit of quantitation is 0.5 g/L. The inter-assay variation of this assay is <6% for the whole concentration
range.
Data are presented as means with standard deviation (SD) if normally distributed, and alternatively as
medians with interquartile range (IQR). Differences
between the groups were calculated using ANOVA
of log-transformed leptin values, including BMI, age
and gender as covariates and with Scheffe’s posthoc
tests. Annual change in MMSE was calculated by
dividing the difference between MMSE and baseline
and follow-up by follow-up duration. Regression
analyses were performed including annual change
in MMSE as dependent variable, log-transformed
leptin values as independent variable, with or without
gender, age and BMI as covariates. Correlations were
calculated using Pearson correlation coefficients of
the log-transformed leptin values. A p-value<0.05
was considered as significant.
RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the serum leptin levels in the different clinical groups included in this study and raw
data are presented in Table 1. The results show no difference between healthy controls, subjects with SMC
and patients with AD. Leptin levels were two times
higher in females than in males (11.2 IQR(5.8, 19.1) in
females versus 4.9 (3.3, 7.2) g/L in males). Inclusion
of gender as covariate in the ANOVA did not change the
results, which is also illustrated in Fig. 2B and C showing the leptin levels in each gender separately. Leptin
levels were higher in patients with VaD compared to
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SMC and AD patients (p < 0.05), but this disappeared
after correction for BMI (data not shown).
BMI was correlated to leptin levels in the total group
(D), as well as in every separate clinical group (r
between 0.23 (SMC) and 0.54 in VaD patients).
There was no correlation between leptin levels
and age (r−0.44, p = 0.449), gender, time of the day
of blood withdrawal (r = 0.038, p = 0.522), medial
temporal lobe atrophy (r = 0.009, p = 0.890), atrophy (−0.002, p = 0.971), or number of ApoE4 alleles
(r = 0.009, r = 0.896).
Leptin did not correlate with baseline MMSE in the
AD patients. There was neither a relation of baseline
leptin with annual change in MMSE during followup of two years (Fig. 2E). The standardized beta
0.048, p = 0.582 in the uncorrected model and −0.02,
p = 0.872 in the model corrected for BMI, gender, age).

DISCUSSION
The results of the current study show stable leptin
levels in AD, which did not predict cognitive decline.
The stable levels in AD are in line with results of recent
studies in clinical AD [7, 13–15]. However, the results
seem contradictory to the decrease recently reported in
60 AD compared to 60 controls [16] and results from
animal studies suggesting a role of leptin in memory
decline and AD pathology, e.g., showing that treatment
of CRND8 mice with leptin led to a reduction of A␤
levels and memory improvement [1]. Importantly, the
results are in contrast to the finding of large population
studies showing that low leptin is a risk factor for AD
[3,4]. Thus, while previous results are in line with a
role of leptin in AD development, our results show
that altered leptin metabolism as reflected in peripheral
blood, is at least not associated with end stage, clinical
AD.
The large patient sample and the fact that the
expected correlation of leptin with BMI was present
give confidence to our current data. Moreover, we also
included non-obese persons only, which was similar to
the populations in the studies of Zhou and Lieb [3, 4].
Thus, alternative explanations must be sought for the
lack of changes in leptin levels in relation to cognitive
decline of AD. The difference in disease severity may
be the explanation for the discrepant results between
the only study that showed decreased serum leptin
levels in AD, since they included AD patients of similar age, but with lower MMSE (10 SD 4) than our
group (19 SD 5), and showed a negative correlation
between leptin and MMSE [16]. However, the decrease
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Fig. 2. Serum leptin levels in relation to clinical variables. A) Serum leptin levels were similar in control, SMC and AD patients. The increased
level in VaD disappeared after correction for BMI. Similar patterns were obtained when females (B) and males (C) were analyzed separately.
D) Serum leptin correlated positively to BMI values. E) Serum leptin levels were not correlated to annual change in MMSE.

in more severe stages of AD only is incongruent with
the reported role of low leptin as a risk factor for AD
[3, 4], which implies that it would be decreased in early
stages of the disease as well.
One explanation could be that age is an important
confounder in the relation between leptin and AD.
Aging is the strongest risk factor for getting AD and
leptin receptor resistance is related to aging. However,
no correlation between leptin and age was present in
our study, ruling out a confounding role of aging. Alternatively, aging per se could mask effects of leptin, as
other vascular risk factors were shown to be predictive
for late-life cognitive functioning specifically after 15
years of follow-up, while the effects became smaller
when people grew older [17].

Another explanation could be that the relation
between leptin and AD or cognitive decline is influenced by many biological factors, which can be
different in the preclinical compared to the clinical
stage of AD. AD has a long preclinical stage and the
pathology can start already 10–20 years before clinical visible disease [18]. For example, amyloid and
tau biomarkers likely reach their plateau before clinical symptoms as cognitive decline appear [18]. Thus,
effects of leptin could be important in the preclinical
stage of initial disease development, but may have no
further effects at the clinical stage of the disease. Data
from an extensive immunohistochemistry study focusing on leptin resistance in AD tissue and in postmortem
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) support the existence of
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bimodal and region-specific relations [19]. Although
numbers of patients included in the CSF analysis in
that study were too low to draw strong conclusions, an
early stage decrease was observed in CSF of mild cognitive impairment patients and an increase in late Braak
stages. The results did, however, not show a correlation between CSF leptin and BMI, which suggests that
leptin concentrations and consequent effects are compartmentalized and support that blood levels of leptin
do not reflect central nervous system pathology.
In conclusion, cumulative data from our study and
the majority of previous studies indicate that blood leptin levels are not substantially changed in clinical AD,
and thus it is too early to consider leptin supplementation to AD patients.
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